
FEEDING

Feedo Forage box feeders 

Amigo Silage bale/block distributors



Schuitemaker Machines BV was established in 1919 as a manufacturer of machines for the
agricultural and industrial sectors. Thanks to many years of experience, Schuitemaker has
obtained a prominent position in both sectors. Over the years Schuitemaker has managed to
maintain its position by listening to the needs of its customers and by carefully following the latest
technological developments. The strength of the machines and other products is their simplicity in
particular. Comfort, service, safety and durability for the user are the main pillars of the
Company’s success. 

For the agricultural sector, Schuitemaker specialised in the following market segments:
• Fodder production 
• Feeding
• Manure (solid and liquid manure processing)

For the industrial sector Schuitemaker is specialised, among other things, in cold-rolled sections,
transport and tipping trailers, sand dumpers, volume dumpers and compost wagons. In addition,
Schuitemaker is the importer and distributor of Epoke winter machines for the Netherlands.



Schuitemaker’s trailed forage feeders marketed under the brand names of Feedo and Amigo, have been
household words for over 35 years. The machines stand out because of their simplicity and durability. The
quality and finishing of these machines are second to none. Made to suit the modern dairy farmer who wants
to feed his herd in a sensible and easy way. In this brochure you will read about the essential information
on the:

Feedo Forage box feeders 

Amigo Silage bale/block distributors
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Feeding with pleasure



Compact and flexible
The Feedo models 50 till 80 come standard with two beaters and the capacity varies from 8 m3 (DIN) to 
18 m3 (DIN). As an optional extra, these Feedo models can also be fitted with three distribution beaters and
a 50 cm higher body. This will substantially increase the capacity of the standard Feedo. If the height or the
passage of the barn is a problem, the height or width of some models can be reduced to different sizes.

FEEDO FORAGE BOX FEEDERS 50 till 80 

The most economical alternative for diet feeders.



For many years the Feedo has been the leading trailed forage feeder used to mix and dispense many types
of feed. The special Feedo feed distribution beaters ensure that the feed is dispensed evenly and without loss
of structure. The side discharge conveyor is used to discharge the machine either to the left or to the right.
The machine may also discharge at the front or at the rear, if so required. An optional weighing unit is
available to create a clever ration.

The right solution for every farmer
The Feedo Forage box feeders come in various types and models. From the smallest feeding places to the
largest barns, Schuitemaker’s Feedo line can offer the right solution to every dairy farmer.
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Proven technology for all silage feeders



Simplicity and capacity
The Feedo 100 till 170 is a forage box feeder that stands out for its simplicity and high capacity. The wagons
come standard with side panel cage construction and have a heavy-duty dual deck chain consisting of four
chains. This allows large amounts of fodder to be processed daily. Depending on the model, the series has
either 3 or 4 distribution beaters. These Feedos are also fitted with a braked axle. The Feedo 140 till 170
comes standard with a heavy wheel shaft and is available with a braked tandem. That makes the Feedos
also suitable for road transport from the silage to the cow.

FEEDO FORAGE BOX FEEDERS 100 till 170

Simplicity is power.
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Reliable and indestructible
The modern dairy farmer goes for high-quality products and good returns. The current range of Schuitemaker
feeders fits in the trend of the highest productivity for every worker. These feeders not only stand out for
their long life and low maintenance, they are also very economical in fuel consumption because of their low
power requirement and short feeding times. Apart from that, Schuitemaker has been applying the cage
construction, the powder-coated paint on the side panels and the indestructible UNP - chassis for many years. 
When the machine is filled in layers the product will be mixed threw the beaters while bringing it out onto
the cross-coveyor. So in a short time you can feed your cows with a airy and well balanced quantity.

The economical alternative



Optional extras for optimal results
The Feedo is available with many optional extras and possibilities. A closed aggressive distribution beater
with knives is recommended for processing long materials. In extreme cases, an extra mixing beater can also
be put above the cross conveyor to provide a homogeneous product. Schuitemaker provides a concentrate
dispensing container to dispense additional feed components. The Feedo can be electric-hydraulically
operated from the tractor cabin using a very clear control box.

FEEDO FORAGE BOX FEEDERS

Solid steel superstructure with a hard coat of paint.



Schuitemaker considers quality and durability to be very important. In the design stage, simplicity is one of
the key elements and becomes one of the strong features of the machines. Schuitemaker machines
guarantee the optimal price, quality and performance ratio, and that is the reason why their feeding
machines rank among the very best on the market.
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The ultimate all-rounder



FEEDING WITH SCHUITEMAKER

Optimal quality of the feed for a healthy cow.



De Feedo stands out because of its simplicity and also contributes to keeping the costs of feeding down.
In addition, the machine dispenses a product that is thoroughly mixed and air y when dispensed to the herd.
All these features contribute to a healthy herd and optimal milk production. The Feedo forage box feeder is
the appropriate choice for the modern dairy farmer who goes for good returns and sustainability, immediately
as well as for the longer term.
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A machine built for the future



AMIGO SILAGE BALE AND BLOCK DISTRIBUTOR 20(S), 30 S

The Schuitemaker Amigo: a real winner.



The Amigo silage bale and block distributor series consists of the models 20, 20 S, 30 S and the very latest
Amigo 40. The Amigo 20 is absolutely great for silage and maize blocks, as well as for bulk products. The S
models have been developed for processing round and square bales in particular. These models can be extended
with knives on the beaters for processing any uncut materials. The many applications and the complete models
make light work and make the Amigo to become a real friend as the name suggests.
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Open your home to a friend



AMIGO SILAGE BALE AND BLOCK DISTRIBUTOR 40 S

The ideal mix.



The silage bale and block distributor Amigo 40 comes with a hydraulically driven deck chain that takes the
feed to the distribution beaters.The Amigo 40 S has one closed beater down and an open beater up. Knives
can be attached to the lower beater in order to process long materials.

The side discharge conveyor is used to properly and lightly take the feed in front of the animals. As an
option, the Amigos can be fitted with an electric/hydraulic remote control. The 30 and 40 models from the
series can also be fitted with a 3-point weighing unit. 
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Innovation in feeding



TECHNOLOGY

The Feedo comes standard with:
- Panels with a rock-hard powder-coated layer of paint
- Cage construction (Feedo 70 till 170)
- Lowered underframe (Feedo 70 till 170)
- All-steel body
- Deck chain hydraulically driven with 2 chains (Feedo 50 till Feedo 80)
- Deck chain hydraulically driven with 4 chains (Feedo 100 till Feedo 170)
- Variable speed control of the deck chain by regulation valve
- Hydraulically driven cross-conveyor, unloading from the left  and from the right
- Cross-conveyor 80cm wide
- Operation from tractor cabin
- Cover above the beaters
- PTO with slipclutch for driving the beaters
- Side guard of the cross-conveyor using rubber flaps
- Upper hinging tailboard (for wagons unloading at the front)
- Hydraulic jack by tractor hydraulics** **  Feedo’s for the UK are coming standard with skid and with hydraulic brakes

Optional equipment Feedo :
- Variable speed for cross-conveyor
- Elevator extension for cross-conveyor (+52cm )
- Parted Cross-conveyor
- Wood protection on top of sidepanels
- Extra mixbeater above the cross-conveyor
- Operation by bowdencables 
- Electric-hydraulic controls
- Concentrate hopper
- Closed bottom beater with knives  
- Weighing unit 
- Lights
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Feedo model m3 l w h l w h Tyres cm cm(max)
50-8 8 2 400 160 120 614 190 236 13x16-10pr 94 146
50-11 11 3 400 160 170 614 190 286 13x16-10pr 94 146
60-10 10 2 400 190 120 614 220 239 12,5x18-12pr 97 149
60-13 13 3 400 190 170 614 220 289 12,5x18-12pr 97 149
60L-9 9 2 440 160 120 654 190 239 12,5x18-12pr 97 149
60L-13 13 3 440 160 170 654 190 289 12,5x18-12pr 97 149
70-11 11 2 440 190 125 654 220 2402 15x18-16pr 942 146
70-15 15 3 440 190 175 654 220 2902 15x18-16pr 942 146
80-13 13 2 520 190 125 734 220 2402 15x18-16pr 942 146
80-18 18 3 520 190 175 734 220 2902 15x18-16pr 942 146

Feedo model m3 l w h l w h Tyres cm cm(max)
100-15 15 2 520 220 125 734 250 238 500/50x17-14pr 91 143
100-20 20 3 520 220 175 734 250 288 500/50x17-14pr 91 143
140-21E 21 3 560 220 165 764 250 282 315/70R22,5 93 145
140-21T 21 3 560 220 165 764 250 282 500/50x17-14pr 93 145
150-25E 25 4 560 220 205 764 250 322 315/70R22,5 93 145
150-25T 25 4 560 220 205 764 250 322 500/50x17-14pr 93 145
160-23E 23 3 640 220 165 764 250 282 315/70R22,5 93 145
160-23T 23 3 640 220 165 764 250 282 500/50x17-14pr 93 145
170-30T 30 4 640 220 205 764 250 322 500/50x17-14pr 93 145

* Overall length of rear-discharging wagon is 5cm longer
2 Feedo 70-80 UK has tyre 16x20-12pr instead of 15x18-16pr Total height and discharge height is then 9cm higher
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Amigo TECHNOLOGY

Standard Specifications Amigo:

Amigo Model 20 20 S 30 S 40 S

Capacity m3 3,5 3,5 5,0 7,0

Max. usable load kg 2.000 2.000 3.000 4.000

Box dimensions (lxbxh) cm 194x190x80 194x190x90 274x200x90 354x200x120

Overall dimensions (lxbxh) cm 377x230x178 377x230x178 457x240x213 537x240x217

Tyre-size 6x9-10pr(4x) 6x9-10pr(4x) 10x15-12pr(2x) 10x15-12pr(2x)

Discharge height cm 47 47 70 70

Power requirement kW 30 35 40 45

Oil-flow requirement L/min 25 25 25 25

Oil-pressure requirement bar 150 150 150 150

Unloaden weight kg 1.350 1.460 1.750 2.000

The Amigo comes standard with:

- All-steel body
- Hydraulically controlled loading board
- Extra heavy-duty, hydraulically driven deck chain
- Variable speed control of the deck chain by regulation valve 
- Hydraulically driven cross-conveyor, unloading from the left 

and from the right
- Operation from tractor cabin
- Very aggressive, mechanically driven beater with slip-clutch
- Especially patented rack (Amigo 20, 20 S and 30 S)
- Panels with a rock-hard powder-coated layer of paint
- Cover above the beaters (Amigo 40 S)

Optional equipment Amigo 

- Variable speed for cross-conveyor
- Set cutting-knives for agressive beater 

(Only S-models)
- Operation by bowdencables 
- Electric-hydraulic controls 
- Weighing unit (Amigo 30 S and 40 S)
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Simplicity
Universal
Durable
Efficient



Morsweg 18  7461 AG | P O Box 219  7460 AE  Rijssen The Netherlands | Phone : +31 (0)548 - 51 41 25 | Fax: +31 (0)548 - 51 68 40 | sales@sr-schuitemaker.nl

Partners for life.

WWW.SR-SCHUITEMAKER.NL
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